Extended detection and response (XDR) that delivers enterprise-grade visibility, threat hunting and response options.
Today, organizations need increased visibility into their computers to ensure that emerging threats, careless employee behavior and unwanted applications are not putting company profits and reputation at risk. ESET’s extended detection & response (XDR) solution delivers enterprise-grade security and risk management capabilities to allow quick analysis and remediation of any security issue in the network, including advanced threat defense technology that prevents new, never-before-seen threat types and a full disk encryption capability for enhanced data protection.

- Unique behavior and reputation-based detection that is fully transparent to security teams and gives them real-time feedback gathered from over 100 million endpoints in our LiveGrid.
- Improved protection against ransomware and zero-day threats via cloud-based sandboxing technology.
- Helps comply with data regulation with full disk encryption capabilities on Windows and macOS.
- Single-pane-of-glass remote management for visibility of threats, users and quarantined items.
- Company endpoints and mobiles protected via advanced multilayered technology, now with brute force attack protection.

Digital security on a tight budget? ESET PROTECT Enterprise On-Prem is available with onsite deployment of the security management console.

ADVANCED THREAT DEFENSE WITH CLOUD SANDBOXING TO PREVENT RANSOMWARE

ESET LiveGuard Advanced provides proactive protection against new, never-before-seen threats, by executing all submitted suspicious samples in an isolated and powerful cloud sandbox environment, in order to evaluate their behavior using threat intelligence feeds, ESET’s multiple internal tools for static and dynamic analysis, and reputation data.

- Advanced unpacking & scanning
- Cutting-edge machine learning
- In-depth behavioral analysis
- Cloud sandboxing

ESET Managed Detection and Response

Add MDR to ESET PROTECT Enterprise to create your complete, managed security solution. ESET Managed Detection and Response provides effective help with incident investigation, performs robust analysis of potentially harmful files, and implements response and remediation steps to ensure business continuity.
**ESET’s XDR-enabling Tool**

**ESET’s XDR-enabling solution, ESET Inspect**, boosts breach prevention with enhanced visibility, threat hunting and incident response capabilities designed to mitigate any discovered threats.

- ESET Inspect analyzes vast amounts of data in real-time, so no threat goes undetected.
- Synchronized detection and remediation of threats in multi-platform environments.
- Flexible deployment options, via on-prem or cloud installation, according to your priorities.

**Multilayered Endpoint Protection Including File Server Security**

**ESET Endpoint Security** provides strong malware and exploit prevention and can detect malware before, during and after execution. Now it also features anti-password guessing technology.

**ESET Server Security** provides lightweight multilayered server protection, to ensure business continuity.

- Block targeted attacks
- Prevent data breaches
- Stop fileless attacks
- Detect advanced persistent threats

**Powerful Encryption Managed Natively by ESET Protect**

**ESET Full Disk Encryption** is a feature native to the ESET PROTECT management console. It allows one-click deployment and encryption of data on connected Windows and Mac endpoints. ESET Full Disk Encryption significantly increases your organization’s data security and helps you comply with data protection regulations.

- Manage encryption on Windows and macOS machines
- Encrypt system disks, partitions or entire drives
- Deploy, activate and encrypt devices in a single action

**Remote Management Console**

**ESET PROTECT** is a cloud-based or on-prem multifunctional unified security management platform for ESET business security products across all operating systems. It provides superior network visibility and extended detection and response (XDR) capabilities thanks to sophisticated tools like ESET Inspect.

- Seamless setup and deployment
- Cloud deployment does not require additional hardware or software
- Single point of network security management
- Saves time with automated tasks
About ESET

For more than 30 years, ESET® has been developing industry-leading IT security software and services to deliver comprehensive, multilayered protection against cybersecurity threats for businesses and consumers worldwide.

ESET has long pioneered machine learning and cloud technologies that prevent, detect and respond to malware. ESET is a privately owned company that promotes scientific research and development worldwide.
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**ESET IN NUMBERS**

1bn+ protected internet users

400k+ business customers

200+ countries & territories

13 global R&D centers
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**SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS**

- **Mitsubishi Motors**
  Drive your ambition
  protected by ESET since 2017
  more than 9,000 endpoints

- **Allianz Suisse**
  protected by ESET since 2016
  more than 4,000 mailboxes

- **Canon**
  Canon Marketing Japan Group
  protected by ESET since 2016
  more than 32,000 endpoints

- **T**
  ISP security partner since 2008
  2 million customer base
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**COMMITTED TO THE HIGHEST INDUSTRY STANDARDS**

- ESET received the Business Security APPROVED award from AV - Comparatives in the Business Security Test in December 2021.

- ESET consistently achieves top rankings on the global G2 user review platform and its solutions are appreciated by customers worldwide.

- ESET solutions are regularly recognized by leading analyst firms, including in “The Forrester Tech Tide(TM): Zero Trust Threat Detection And Response, Q2 2021” as a sample vendor.
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ESET®
Digital Security
Progress. Protected.